These workshops offer a powerful method for looking in a new and creative way at
personal issues which may be troubling you or limiting your ability to progress in
your life. Many such issues stem not just from our own personal history, but from
the history of our family, culture, as well as the structure of the society we live
in. We may be unconsciously loyal to hidden values and patterns from our
childhood experience which may not support us in our present life.
Workshop dates:
1st December 2018
9th March 2019
15th June 2019
7th September 2019
30th November 2019
A constellation can reveal systemic influences and show you where your energy
may be blocked. It can show the way to align yourself with your own inner strength
and a deeper truth in relation to your family system. During the day you will have
the opportunity to do your own work and participate as a representative in others'
constellations.
We will also be focusing on a systemic perspective of Domestic Abuse in
connection with the work at The Cassandra Centre and professionals from other
organisations who wish to help clients to reconsider their lives and empower
themselves.
Cost: £130 - includes refreshments and lunch (limited concessions)
Venue: The Cassandra Centre, (above Lloyds Bank, entrance on Stanford Road)
1433a London Road, Norbury, SW16 4AQ
Time: 10.00am - 5.30 pm
Booking: www.eventbrite.co.uk – search on Resonating With What Is
Contact: Jutta ten Herkel: T: +44 (0) 7960 403 005 E: juttatenherkel@gmail.com
Jutta ten Herkel, BA (Hon) Psychology is a systemic and
gestalt-trained psychotherapist, trainer and supervisor. Jutta
has trained in the early 90” with Bert Hellinger and others and is
using the systemic constellation approach in her teaching and
her practice. She has continually contributed to the
development of systemic constellation trainings in the UK, Italy,
Spain, Romania and Mexico. In recent years she has expanded
her work to include the studies of the Five Realms and
teachings from the SAT (Seeker after Truth) programmes as taught by Claudio Naranjo with whom
she is collaborating: http://www.naranjo-sat.com

